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A scalable industrial method for graphene and Few-Layer-Graphene (FLG) production by graphite

delamination in N-methylpyrrolidone and water–surfactant mixtures using a high pressure homogenizer

is presented. This paper is focused on processing conditions and extensive subsequent analysis of the

delaminated products by a combination of analytical ultracentrifugation, UV/Vis and statistical Raman

spectroscopies including co-localization with atomic force microscopy. In this way quantitative

processing-structure–property correlations showing how suspension properties and processing

parameters governing yield, quality and lateral dimension of the produced graphene are obtained. It is

found that a high pressure homogenizer can be used to obtain sufficiently high concentrated FLG

suspensions with low defect concentration.
Introduction

Graphene is a 2D-sheet material consisting of a one atomic layer
of sp2-hybridized carbon. Since its rst discovery graphene has
become one of the most investigated materials in the new
millennium, because of its outstanding physical properties, e.g.
ballistic electron transport and high charge carrier density.1–8

Within the last decade different graphene production methods
have been established. These methods can be divided into
bottom-up (e.g. chemical vapor deposition) and top-down
approaches, namely ultrasonication,9–11 dry or wet planetary
ball milling,12–15 stirred media delamination16–18 and high shear-
mixing in rotor–stator devices19–21 in either organic solvents or
water–surfactant mixtures. Today, even combination of tech-
niques is known, e.g. planetary ball milling or microwave
treatment and subsequent ultrasonication.14,22 Furthermore
large-scale production of graphene oxide like compounds in
aqueous media is possible by electrochemical graphite exfolia-
tion.23 Drawbacks of graphene production by ultrasonication
and planetary ball milling techniques are limited scalability,
long processing times and therefore low production rates.

In this paper an industrial high pressure homogenizer (HPH)
is used as delamination device for delamination of graphite
suspensions. This method is simple, scalable and does not
require toxic chemicals, graphite oxidation or ultrasound post-
processing to achieve exfoliation. Moreover, due to residence
times in the nozzle <1 s HPH provides mild exfoliation condi-
tions which helps to avoid defect formation. HPH devices are
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commonly used in food industry, cell disintegration,24 emulsi-
cation25,26 or dispersion of active pharmaceutical ingredients.27,28

Recently, HPH devices were employed for graphene production
by exfoliation of thermally reduced graphite oxide. The produced
graphene dispersions were used for manufacturing graphene
lms by printing techniques or for preparation of graphene
nanocomposites with superior mechanical and electrical prop-
erties.29–31 Processing of unmodied graphite by HPH, however,
did not yield stable graphene suspensions.31 Yi et al. showed the
feasibility of delamination by HPH for unmodied graphite and
other layered materials and investigated the inuence of feed
concentration and processing time on yield and morphology of
the product.32–35 Moreover, Yi et al. demonstrated 10 L batch
graphene production by a jet cavitationmethod and obtained few
layer graphene with low defect concentration.36 The processing
time, however, was quite long (8 h).36 In this paper we report an
environmental friendly method for graphene production in large
quantities (5 L batches) in processing times <3 h by top-down
processing of isostatic and unmodied graphite in an indus-
trial high pressure homogenizer. In contrast to the device used by
Yi et al. our device allows a simple control of the nozzle pressure
by adjusting the ow rate and a controlled suppression of cavi-
tation by applying a counter pressure. The graphite delamination
process is performed in aqueous dispersions of the non-ionic
surfactant TWEEN®80 (TW80) as an inexpensive, non-toxic and
therefore environmental friendly dispersing medium. We
selected TW80 as surfactant because according to preliminary
studies for the used graphite it gave the best exfoliation result
amongst the investigated commercial surfactants. We further
focused on advanced analytical methods to study the inuence of
processing conditions on yield and quality of the product in
detail. Usually exfoliated graphene sheets are analyzed by
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and/or Atomic Force
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 1 Principle of graphite delamination by HPH. The suspension is
pumped through a nozzle and released into an expansion-chamber. A
counter pressure can be applied to the suspension by closing the valve
after the expansion chamber.
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Microscopy (AFM). In TEM, however, only a few mm2 of the
sample area are investigated and akes with very small lateral
dimensions can get lost during sample preparation because of
using holey grids as sample supports. AFM gives a more repre-
sentative image of the ake size distribution than TEM because
larger sample areas can be scanned and there is no loss of any
particle size fraction during sample preparation. The measured
ake height, however, is inuenced by adsorbed surfactant and
the sample preparation/washing procedure. Thus, we focus on
statistical Raman spectroscopy which is less inuenced by
adsorbed surfactants and allows investigation of a large sample
area ($3600 mm2). Further, statistical Raman spectroscopy is
combined with AFM and also with analytical ultracentrifugation
(AUC) to get a highly detailed picture of the product quality
regarding delamination degree, particle size distribution and
defects.

Statistical analysis of more than 1300 individual Raman
spectra per sample provides representative insight into the
product quality distribution with respect to in-plane defects,
degree of delamination (ake thickness) and lateral ake
dimension.17,18,37,38 In addition, AUC provides detailed insights
into the sedimentation behaviour of the obtained platelet
suspensions and allows the determination of lateral dimen-
sions directly in solution, if the ake height is known.39
Experimental
Materials

The unmodied isostatic graphite GSI70 (RMC Remacon
GmbH, Germany) was used as feed material for the delamina-
tion experiments. It has a purity >99.5% and a median particle
size x50,3 of 15–20 mm (measured by the supplier using a Cilas
particle sizer 920). In addition the unmodied natural graphite
“GNP6” (RMC Remacon GmbH, Germany) was used to
demonstrate transferability to a different feed material. It has a
purity >99.5% and a median particle size x50,3 of 3.5 mm
(measured by the supplier using a Cilas particle sizer 920). In
standard suspensions the non-ionic surfactant TWEEN®80
(TW80) (Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, Germany) was used and for
transferability the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) (Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, Germany) was used to prevent
agglomeration of the graphene particles obtained by graphite
delamination in water. N-Methylpyrrolidone (NMP) was
purchased from Merck with a purity >99.5%. All materials were
used as supplied without further purication. Deionized water
was used for preparation of all graphite suspensions.
Delamination experiments

For delamination experiments graphite suspensions in aqueous
solutions of the surfactant TW80 or SDS were prepared. All
delamination experiments were carried out in a high pressure
homogenizer “Economic Dispersionizer Omega®60” (Netzsch
Feinmahltechnik GmbH, Germany). In this device the graphite
suspension is pumped through a nozzle with a dened ow rate
to adjust the system pressure. The principle of high pressure
homogenization is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
The Omega®60 is equipped with a 15 L double walled stirred
tank connected with a thermostat for feed suspension holdup
and cooling. Inside the tank the suspension was stirred with
1000 rpm using a blade stirrer for pre-homogenization. Pro-
cessing can be performed in continuous mode or batch mode.
For the presented study only the batch mode was chosen. The
pressure was varied in the range from 10 to 70 MPa by adapting
the ow rate through the nozzle with a diameter of around
240 mm.

The batch mass was kept constant at 5 kg for each experi-
ment. Graphite feed suspensions were prepared in two steps.
First the desired amount of surfactant was dissolved in water to
adjust the targeted surfactant concentration. 4.95 kg of the
water surfactant mixture were transferred to the feed tank of
Omega®60 and stirred for cooling until 18 �C was reached. In
the second step the desired amount of graphite powder (50 g)
was added into this tank under stirring for pre-dispersing. For
each pressure the graphene production was followed over six
batch runs.

Samples for subsequent analyses were taken aer each batch
run and centrifuged using a “Centrifuge Sigma 3-30KS” (Sigma
GmbH, Germany) to remove not yet delaminated feed particles
from the suspensions prior to further characterization. The
used centrifugation conditions correspond to a “cut size” for
sedimentation of a sphere-equivalent diameter of 400 nm (see
ESI†). The cut size is calculated using the Stokes equation
(ESI†). It is used instead of the commonly used time and rota-
tional speed for centrifugation to show clearly which particle
sizes are separated from the product. Post-processing is a
crucial step that deserves more attention, also compare Damm
et al.17 and Nacken et al.18

Product characterization

Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA). TGA was performed in
synthetic air using a ”TGA Q50” (TA Instruments) to determine
the graphene content of a dried mass from processed suspen-
sions. The heating rate was 10 Kmin�1 and the temperature was
hold at 150, 450 and 1000 �C, for 30, 180 and 30 minutes,
respectively. The results of TGA allowed us to distinguish
between mass loss due to evaporation of residual water,
surfactant decomposition (up to 400 �C) and decomposition of
produced graphene (520–1000 �C) (for details see ESI†).
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 57328–57338 | 57329
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UV/Vis-spectroscopy. UV/Vis-spectra of the suspensions were
recorded using a “Cary 100 Scan” spectrophotometer (Varian) in
the wavelength range from 350 nm to 800 nm using quartz
cuvettes with an optical path length of 1 cm.

Wafer coating. For Raman spectroscopy and Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) 15 mL of the supernatant of centrifuged
delaminated samples were deposited on a silicon wafer with a
300 nm thick SiO2 layer on top by drop-coating. Prior to coating all
samples were diluted with the corresponding liquid to yield an
absorbance of 0.1 for 660 nm. The wafers were heated while
coating, dried at ambient temperature for 24 h and then washed
with water and ethanol to remove excess surfactant, which
disturbs subsequent analysis particularly for AFMmeasurements.

Statistical Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra were recor-
ded in the wave number range from 800 cm�1 to 3300 cm�1

using a confocal Raman spectrometer “LabRAM HR Evolution”
(Horiba). Spectra were recorded using a 100� objective (laser
spot size �0.72 nm) and 532 nm Nd-YAG laser (second
harmonic). The laser beam was attenuated to 50% of its original
intensity using a lter and the integration time was set to 5 s per
recorded data point to prevent extended heating of the sample.
For scanning probe microscopy a automated movable table
(Märzhäuser) for two-dimensional maps was used (minimal
step size 0.1 mm).

Statistical Raman spectroscopy was performed by creating a
square shaped map with spacing of 1.4 mm between two adja-
cent data points in each x- and y-direction. In this way overlap of
data points is prevented. At each point a Raman spectrum was
taken. In this work Raman maps spanning a minimum square
of 60 � 60 mm2 equal to 1369 points or 70 � 70 mm2 equal to
2601 individual points were recorded. For evaluation the D-, G-
and 2D-Raman peaks were tted by single Lorentz-functions
using the soware LabSpec 6.3.39.2 to determine height and
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks. Statistical
evaluation was performed by analysis of all obtained Raman
spectra with G-peak intensities >500 counts. Note: only statistics
containing a minimum of 200 evaluated spectra are presented
in this paper.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM images were recorded
on a NanoWizard®3 (JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany). If not
stated otherwise for each image a surface of 5 � 5 mm2 with a
resolution of 1024 � 1024 pixels2 (�4.9 nm per pixel) was
recorded. Imaging was performed in intermittent contact mode
with a NSC15/AlBS probe (frequency 325 kHz, spring constant
46 N m�1 and nominal tip radius <10 nm). All obtained AFM-
images were analyzed by contrast imaging in Gwyddion 2.36.
To identify the graphene akes a threshold value for the height
was set corresponding to 5–15% contrast. Flakes or ake-like
structures with lateral dimensions of less than 10 nm disc
equivalent radius were neglected for evaluation as the error
caused by the used cantilever (radius) would be signicant. Also
akes with mean height of >50 nm were neglected as these
akes are agglomerates formed by solvent evaporation during
sample preparation process.

Co-localized statistical Raman spectroscopy and AFM
imaging. To ensure that precisely the same area on the wafer
57330 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 57328–57338
was measured by Raman spectroscopy and AFM, both instru-
ments were synchronized using a transportable sample-stage.
The stage can be moved mechanically in x- and y-direction.
Firstly, an AFM map over a reference glass slide was created to
align the cantilever position of the AFM probe with the cross-
hair and thus the stage. Then the stage was carefully demounted
and put onto the automated movable table (Märzhäuser) of the
Raman spectrometer. Without moving the stage itself the laser
was positioned onto the crosshair using the automated table.
Finally the reference glass slide was exchanged by the real
sample. The map size was set to 20 � 20 mm2. The spacing for
statistical Raman spectroscopy between two data points in each
x- and y-direction was set to 0.25 mm to guarantee a complete
surface scan without vacancies.

Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). A preparative centri-
fuge, type Optima L-90K from Beckman Coulter, U.S.A., has
been modied with a multiwavelength (MWL) absorbance
detector to be used for the sedimentation velocity (SV) experi-
ments. Detailed information regarding the MWL optics as well
as the custom data acquisition soware are available in ref. 40
and 41. For all experiments we used titanium centerpieces
manufactured by Nanolytics, Germany, with path lengths of 12
mm in combination with sapphire windows.

Sedimentation velocity data was acquired at 4000 rpm and
20 �C in water. The solvent density was 998.3 kg m�3 and the
viscosity was 1.003 mPa s. Intensity data was recorded for all
chambers individually and was converted aer the experiment to
absorbance data using the region above the sample'smeniscus (air-
region) in the measurement cell. The absorbance data at 400 nm
was tted to the least-square based ls-g*(s) direct boundary distri-
bution model using Sedt 14.1. The apparent and not diffusion
corrected sedimentation coefficient distribution g*(s) is obtained
by tting the data to the direct solution of the radial and temporal
concentration prole in the measurement cell.42 The data were
tted with a second derivative regularization, a resolution of 100
grid points and tting ranges of 10 to 120 000 sved (1 sved equals
10�13 seconds) depending on the sample. Time-independent,
radial invariant noise, as well as meniscus positions were tted.

Lateral size distributions were obtained from the sedimen-
tation coefficients applying the methodology presented previ-
ously.39 Since no exact material parameters exist or could be
measured for TW80 stabilized few-layer-graphene, we estimated
these values allowing for a rough approximation of the lateral
sizes. A density of 2000 kg m�3 was used for the graphene layers
and the density of the shell was estimated to be equal to the
solvent density. The graphene layer thickness used for the
calculations was 1 nm for 1-layer graphene, 2.4 nm for 3-layer
graphene and 3.8 nm for 5-layer graphene. An enlarged shell
thickness of 1.8 nm, taking into account the stabilizer bound to
the graphene surface, was used for all calculations.

Results and discussion
Production yield vs. processing parameters

The rst important information for any technically relevant
production method is the obtained mass of product and the
related production rate. To calculate the concentration from the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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UV/Vis-absorbance using the Lambert–Beer law the extinction
coefficient for the material must be known. In literature (for l¼
660 nm) different values for the extinction coefficient are found,
which range from 1390–6600 L g�1 m�1 dependent especially on
the product post-processing by centrifugation and production
method.9,43,44 Thus, we determined the extinction coefficient for
our material as described in the ESI† and obtained a value of
1028 L g�1 m�1 (�83 L g�1 m�1). Applying the found extinction
coefficient, the dispersed carbon concentration was determined
for each processing parameter by measuring the absorbance at
660 nm. Evaluation of preliminary experiments via UV/Vis-
spectroscopy showed that the non-ionic surfactant TW80 is a
better stabilizer for carbon than the anionic surfactant SDS (see
ESI†). Thus, TW80 was selected as stabilizing agent. The best
carbon dispersing performance was observed for a suspension
containing 1 wt% of graphite and 0.5 wt% of surfactant in water
(total mass 5 kg). These standard suspensions were processed at
different total pressures in the range from 10–70 MPa for 6 runs
Fig. 2 (a) Dispersed carbon concentration obtained for standard
suspension as a function of the number of batch runs for different
applied pressure, (b) calculated concentration increase per run and
average suspension temperature taken after each run.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
in batch mode. For all pressures investigated the dispersed
carbon concentration increases linearly with the number of
batch runs hinting for a continuous and homogenous delami-
nation process (compare Fig. 2a).

The dispersed carbon concentration increases with higher
nozzle pressure and reaches a maximum at 53 MPa (see Fig. 2).
The maximum dispersed carbon concentration obtained was
0.251 g L�1 aer 6 runs and a related average concentration
increase of 28.2 mg L�1 per run was achieved. For an increase of
pressure from 53 to 70 MPa, however, a drop of concentration
by roughly 20% is observed (see Fig. 2).

In the following we discuss possible delamination mecha-
nisms to give an explanation for these results. Yi et al. investi-
gated the delamination of hexagonal BN, graphite and other
layered materials in a high pressure nozzle experimentally and
by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations and
found that Reynolds shear stress, normal forces due to pressure
release, particle–particle collisions and cavitation all contribute
to the delamination.34,35 In our case the basic mechanisms
should be similar although their relative importance might be
shied due to different nozzle geometries. A quantitative
determination of the contributions of the different mechanisms
to the delamination result would require an exact uid
mechanical analysis of the suspension ow in the HPH device.
This is, however, beyond the frame of this paper, because here
we focus on careful analysis of the obtained delaminated
products. Thus, the discussion is limited to qualitative aspects
of possible delamination mechanisms. We estimated the Rey-
nolds number as function of ow rate for a nozzle diameter of
240 mm and found that the Reynolds number is always >10 000,
i.e. a fully turbulent ow prevails. A higher nozzle pressure is
directly coupled to higher ow rates and therefore to higher
Reynolds numbers. The observed highly efficient delamination
is in accordance with Liu et al.,21 Paton et al.19 and Varrla et al.20

who found for rotor–stator devices efficient graphite delami-
nation for shear rates >10 000 s�1.

Cavitation in a high pressure microchannel ow was investi-
gated by micro Particle Image Velocimetry (m-PIV) and by CFD
simulations.45,46 Even for a pressure of only 5 MPa cavitation was
observed by m-PIV.44 Moreover, it was observed that cavitation
increases with higher pressure.46 Thus, we expect that in the
whole investigated nozzle pressure range cavitation contributes
to graphite delamination, if no valve pressure is applied. In HPH
cavitation can be suppressed by applying counter pressure.
Gothsch et al. observed complete elimination of cavitation for a
counter pressure of 16 MPa and a total pressure (nozzle pressure
+ counter pressure) of 52 MPa.46 The pressure ratio corresponds
to a Thoma number of 0.31. The Thoma number is the ratio of
the counter pressure to the total pressure. We performed
graphite delamination experiments with applied counter pres-
sure by closing the valve at the end of the expansion chamber and
realized Thoma numbers up to 0.67. The probability of cavitation
decreases with increasing Thoma number. If the Thoma number
is varied and the total pressure is kept constant, almost the same
product concentration was achieved. Thus, besides cavitation
also other mechanisms must contribute remarkably to graphite
delamination in the used HPH device.
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 57328–57338 | 57331
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The probability of graphite delamination due to self-
lubricating by collisions between feed particles increases with
the collision kernel and with the square of the number
concentration of feed particles in the suspension. In all exper-
iments the feed concentration was the same. Thus, the collision
rate increases directly proportional to the collision kernel. In
the ESI† we calculated the collision kernel for particles 20 mm in
diameter (mean feed particle diameter) in turbulent ow. We
found that the collision kernel and therefore the contribution of
graphite delamination by self-lubrication increases by the factor
of 3 if the nozzle pressure increases from 10 to 70 MPa, but the
obtained product concentration increases by a factor of �10
(Fig. 2b).

This qualitative discussion of the different mechanisms
shows that the efficiency of graphite delamination should
increase continuously with growing nozzle pressure. Thus, for
the highest nozzle pressure (70 MPa) the highest product
concentration is expected. In contrast to our expectations the
maximum of the dispersed carbon concentration was not
observed at the highest pressure (70 MPa), but rather at an
intermediate pressure of 53 MPa (see Fig. 2). A likely explana-
tion can be given by taking agglomeration into account. Colli-
sions between product particles or between a product and a feed
particle can lead to agglomeration. As shown in the ESI† also for
that case the collision kernel and therefore the probability of
collisions increases with growing nozzle pressure. Moreover, an
increase in nozzle pressure is related to a rise of temperature
(see Fig. 2b). Elevated temperatures may lead to destabilization
of the suspension against agglomeration and re-stacking by
desorption of the physical adsorbed surfactant on the graphene
surface,47 or even preventing the surfactant to adsorb on the
graphene surface. The argument of enhanced agglomeration for
processing with a nozzle pressure of 70 MPa is supported by
results obtained for a cut size of 200 nm, see ESI.† For a cut size
of 200 nm the dispersed carbon concentration increases with
growing nozzle pressure and the highest concentration is
obtained as expected for 70 MPa. A comparison of the results in
Fig. 2 and S3 (ESI†) shows that at 70 MPa indeed a higher
amount of ne product particles is formed, but there is a
depletion of particle sizes between 200 and 400 nm. This can be
explained by agglomeration of this size fraction and formation
of agglomerate sizes >400 nm. Thus, these large particles are
removed from the suspension during the centrifugation step
(cut size ¼ 400 nm), nally resulting in a lower found carbon
concentration in suspension.

To investigate transferability of the results to different feed
materials also unmodied natural graphite was processed
instead of the unmodied isostatic synthetic graphite under
optimized conditions (nozzle pressure 53 MPa, no valve pres-
sure). We found for the natural graphite feed material slightly
higher production rates compared to the synthetic isostatic
graphite (see ESI†). We account this to a smaller mean feed
grain size of 3.5 mm of the natural graphite compared to 15–20
mm mean feed size for the synthetic graphite. The total energy
required for overcoming the van-der-Waals interaction and
therefore for delamination increases with the surface area and
57332 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 57328–57338
therefore with the lateral dimension of the delaminated sheet.
Thus, smaller akes are easier to delaminate than larger ones.
Evaluation of product quality by statistical Raman
spectroscopy

In previous studies we demonstrated for graphene production
by stirred media delamination that processing parameters
govern the obtained product quality and delamination behav-
iour. In particular, we found that the energy input inuences
the composition of the dispersed carbon phase, i.e. the content,
layer thickness and quality of the delaminated akes depend on
the processing parameters.17,18 Therefore, FLG/SLG-yield and
related defect characteristics of the samples processed by HPH
have been determined by statistical Raman spectroscopy and
are discussed in this section in dependence of process
parameters.

A typical Raman spectrum consists of three main peaks, i.e. a
D-, G- and 2D-peak. For the evaluation, we focus on the intensity
ratio of D/G and to the full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of
the G- and 2D-peaks (G-FWHM and 2D-FWHM). The 2D-FWHM
reects the degree of delamination. Thus it can be used to
distinguish between graphite (>66 cm�1, more than ve layers
of graphene), FLG (65–40 cm�1, 2–5 layers) and SLG (<40 cm�1,
one layer of graphene).34,48–51 Note that the 2D-FWHM is
enlarged by defects, edges and dopants so that the FLG and SLG
contents derived from the 2D-FWHM distribution can be
underestimated. However, as for graphene production large
lateral dimensions and defect free product particles are of
major importance, evaluation of the 2D-FWHM matches the
purpose of determination of quality/degree of delamination.

The intensity ratio of the D- and G-peak (D/G ratio) increases
inversely proportional to the measured graphite/graphene
crystallite size La and is expressed by eqn (1) (Tuinstra–Koenig
relation, Cl is a wavelength dependent constant).52–54

ID

IG
f

Cl

La

(1)

Cançado et al.55 have demonstrated how this ratio is also
inuenced by the defect density, i.e. the in-plane damage of a
graphene layer, which generally leads to larger values for D/G
with increasing number of defects per unit area (stage 1). For
high defect densities the D/G ratio decreases, if the defect
concentration is further increased (stage 2). To distinguish
between the low defect region (stage 1) and the high defect
region (stage 2) the G-FWHM has to be evaluated. Stage 1 is
attributed to G-FWHM values of <30 cm�1 and stage 2 is
attributed to G-FWHM >30 cm�1. A comprehensive picture of
sample quality regarding delamination and defects is thereby
based on a combined discussion of 2D-FWHM, G-FWHM and
D/G ratio.

In the rst step the inuence of nozzle pressure (10–70 MPa)
is evaluated for the nal run (6) with respect to the 2D-FWHM
cumulative distribution and yielded FLG-content (see Fig. 3a).
Already for a nozzle pressure of 10 MPa a suspension of well
delaminated particles with a FLG content of 85% was obtained.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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The maximum FLG content is found for 40 MPa with 94%. For
53 and 70 MPa, respectively, FLG contents of 89% and 88% are
found. The 2D-FWHM distribution in Fig. 3a also demonstrates
a higher content of small values of 2D-FWHM for increasing
pressure indicating a higher degree of delamination up to
single layer graphene. For 53 MPa �0.5% of the evaluated
Raman spectra indicated single layer graphene (for typically
graphene spectra see ESI†). Combining the FLG contents
derived from 2D-FWHM distribution with the dispersed carbon
concentration (see previous section Fig. 2) we obtain the FLG
concentration (Fig. 3b). The highest FLG output aer 6 runs was
found for 53 MPa followed by 40 MPa with 0.223 g L�1 and 0.175
g L�1, respectively.

The FLG production rate is calculated from the FLG
concentration achieved aer 6 runs: the ow rate to generate a
pressure of 53 and 40 MPa, respectively, was 48 and 40 L h�1.
Thus, it requires 6.2 and 7.5 min per run, respectively, to
process a batch volume of 5 L. Before each batch run the
suspension was stirred in the holding tank for 15 min to cool it
down to 18 �C. Therefore, one batch run at 53 and 40 MPa,
Fig. 3 (a) Cumulative distribution of 2D-FWHM as a function of
applied pressure for run 6 of standard suspensions. (b) Obtained FLG
content (blue stars, left axis) and FLG-concentration calculated by
combining the found FLG content with dispersed carbon concentra-
tion found by UV/Vis (red dots, right axis).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
respectively, takes 21.2 and 22.5 min and 6 runs require 130 and
135 min in total, respectively. Thus, the achieved FLG concen-
trations of 0.223 g L�1 (53 MPa) and 0.175 g L�1 (40 MPa),
correspond to FLG production rates of 0.103 g L�1 h�1 (0.515 g
h�1) and 0.078 g L�1 h�1 (0.390 g h�1). It is expected that the
FLG production rate can be increased considerably by
numbering-up. The supplier of the used HPH device also
provides a machine with 4 parallel nozzles operating at the
same pressures as the used device.

For ultrasound-assisted graphite exfoliation FLG concentra-
tions of about 2 g L�1 were achieved which is about one order of
magnitude higher in comparison with ourmethod.56However, a
direct comparison is not possible as the post-processing by
centrifugation has a remarkable inuence on the yielded
concentration for top down processing.17,18 Khan et al. centri-
fuged the suspension with lower relative centrifugal force than
in this work and therefore more product remained dispersed.

Furthermore, because of small batch volumes and long
process times for ultrasound processing, the FLG production rate
of our method is at least one order of magnitude higher in
comparison with ultrasound processing. The results from
sonication-assisted graphite exfoliation show that the “solubility-
limit” for FLG must be, however, much higher than the FLG
concentration achieved in our work. Thus, we expect that we can
increase the FLG concentration by either performing more batch
runs or by increasing the graphite feed concentration.

The distribution of the number of graphene layers per
particle can be determined from the 2D-FWHM distribution
(compare Fig. 4a). According to (ref. 57–59) 2D-FWHM is
inversely proportional to the number of graphene layers per
particles. Thus, the number of layers per particle N can be
calculated by eqn (2) from the data shown in Fig. 3a.

2D� FWHM ¼ 71:5 cm�1 �
�
32:5 cm�1

N

�
(2)

Evaluation of the 2D-FWHM distributions shown in Fig. 3a
by eqn (2) reveals that three-layer graphene is the main
Fig. 4 Distribution of the number of graphene layers per particle
calculated from the obtained 2D-FWHM distribution for graphene
suspensions processed by HPH at different nozzle pressures.

RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 57328–57338 | 57333
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component of the FLG suspensions processed at lower pres-
sures, see Fig. 4. In the samples processed with a nozzle pres-
sure of 53 and 70 MPa, respectively, bilayers appear with a
similar frequency as three-layers. Thus, for higher nozzle pres-
sure a better degree of delamination is achieved.

A detailed view on the inuence of processing parameters on
product yield and quality is provided by plotting the mean
values of 2D-, G-FWHM and D/G against the pressure. For the
processing conditions that lead to the highest FLG-yield (53
MPa) 2D-, G-FWHM and D/G are also plotted against the
number of runs (compare Fig. 5a and c). 2D-FWHM decreases
slightly for higher pressures indicating a better delamination.
The mean G-FWHM is below 30 cm�1 for all applied pressures
showing that the products are in the low defective region. The
D/G ratio is always below 1 and reaches a maximum for 53 MPa
emphasizing the lowest mean average lateral dimension, even
lower than for 70MPa (compare Fig. 5a). Note: values for D/G < 1
can be predominantly related to edge effects for G-FWHM
values <30 cm�1.60,61 In Fig. 5c the development of 2D-FWHM,
G-FWHM and D/G ratio over 6 runs is shown for a sample
processed at 53 MPa. Fig. 5c illustrates that the values for
Fig. 5 (a) Mean values for evaluated Raman statistics 2D-, G-FWHM (left a
of standard suspensions, (b) 2D-FWHM vs. D/G ratio for run 6 of stand
evaluated Raman statistics 2D-, G-FWHM (left axes) and D/G ratio (ri
suspension processed at 53 MPa, (d) 2D-FWHM vs. D/G ratio for standa

57334 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 57328–57338
G-FWHM and D/G ratio change only within the range of the
obtained standard deviations. From the values for 2D-FWHM
for higher number of runs a slight tendency for a better
delamination can be seen. The process yields particles almost
exclusively in the low defective regime.

For both, applied pressure and number of performed runs a
property map, i.e. a plot of 2D-FWHM vs. D/G, was created to
show clearly the inuence of processing parameters on the
yielded quality (compare Fig. 5b and d). Fluctuations of the
values obtained for the six runs at 53 MPa pressure are within
the standard deviations. Only a slide tendency of better
delamination for a growing number of runs is observed,
expressed by lower 2D-FWHM and lower D/G ratios (compare
Fig. 5d). A comparison of Fig. 5b and d shows that the pressure
has a larger inuence on the product quality than the number of
performed batch runs. Better delaminated, smaller particles are
obtained for higher applied pressure as found by statistical
Raman spectroscopy (also compare Fig. 3a and 4) showing a
higher content of low 2D-FWHM values. Interestingly, the
experiment performed with 70 MPa yielded larger particles
compared to 53 MPa since Raman mapping showed a smaller
xes) and D/G ratio (right axes) as a function of applied pressure for run 6
ard suspensions processed at different pressures, (c) mean values for
ght axes) as a function of the number of batch-runs for a standard
rd suspensions processed over 6 batch runs with 53 MPa.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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D/G ratio accompanied by a similar G-FWHM. This nding
corresponds well to the UV/Vis measurements. In agreement
with UV/Vis measurements the process produces a high content
of FLG particles whereby a slight improvement of the overall
delamination with growing applied pressure is observed.
Fig. 6 (a) Cumulative distributions of the flake height and equivalent
disc diameter obtained by AFM for a NMP based suspension processed
at 53 MPa, (b) cumulative distribution of the D/G ratio and 2D-FWHM
determined by a statistical Raman spectroscopic analysis.
Morphology of processed particles

The degree of delamination derived from statistical Raman
spectroscopy was validated by AFM, because it measures the
ake thickness and lateral dimensions directly. As discussed in
literature any residual surfactants on a graphene surface
disturb AFM imaging.9,19 Only few molecules on the graphene
particles can create considerable uctuations of measured
heights obtained in AFM. For this reason AFM investigation was
performed on a sample processed in NMP, as good results in
removal of NMP could be achieved. Processing was performed
with a nozzle pressure of 53 MPa and without valve pressure at
the standard concentration of 1 wt% GSI70. The obtained
suspension (centrifuged to cut size ¼ 400 nm) was analyzed by
statistical Raman spectroscopy and AFM.

A total of 7 AFM images, each spanning 5 � 5 mm2 were
evaluated. 685 akes were detected and amean height of 2.4 nm
was obtained over all akes. Diameters obtained range from 20–
580 nm with a mean equivalent disc diameter of 34.9 nm (see
Fig. 6). The typical ake thickness for single layer graphene on
an oxidized silicon wafer (300 nm SiO2-layer) is about 1 nm, the
interlayer distance for 2 graphene layers is �0.35 nm and the
intrinsic layer thickness is �0.34 nm yielding a step height of
�0.69 nm per layer aer the rst layer.1,2 A measured height
<3.8 nm thereby corresponds to FLG (#5 layers). The FLG
content was determined to be 74.4% as obtained by AFM
imaging (see Fig. 6) with a mean number of three layers.

In excellent agreement to AFM, statistical Raman spectros-
copy yields a FLG content of 75.9% proving that the FLG
contents derived from statistical Raman spectroscopy are highly
reliable. Moreover, for the sample processed in NMP statistical
Raman spectroscopy yields a mean D/G ratio of 0.64 and G-
FWHM of 29.3 cm�1 indicating that the akes contain only
few defects.

The obtained mean D/G ratio for the aqueous surfactant-
based suspensions processed at 40–70 MPa ranged from 0.52–
0.78. From the similar D/G values it can be concluded that the
lateral diameter distribution of the NMP based sample should
be in the same range as for the aqueous samples.

The sample processed in NMP with a nozzle pressure of 53
MPa was also investigated by AFM Raman spectroscopy co-
localization, see ESI.† An advantage of this method is that
height prole and Raman spectrum are measured exactly at the
same position on the wafer. In Fig. 7 a survey AFM image, an
enlarged section of this image and extracted height proles and
Raman spectra of selected akes are shown.

The co-localized experiments yield an even higher FLG
content (86.3%) in comparison to the independent AFM and
Raman spectroscopic investigations (about 75% FLG), see ESI.†
This result shows that Raman spectroscopy indeed gives a
worst-case scenario regarding the FLG-content, e.g. the real
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
product quality regarding delamination degree is even better
than indicated by Raman spectroscopy alone.
Analytical ultracentrifugation

AUC-SV experiments were performed with supernatants of
samples centrifuged to the standard cut size value of 400 nm to
study their hydrodynamic properties. Due to its absolute
measurement and fractioning principle, AUC provides highly
accurate and quantitative information on the size of particles
and is therefore perfectly suited to study complex and poly-
disperse samples in liquid media. As shown previously in a
work on graphene oxide monolayers, the sedimentation coeffi-
cient distribution can be converted to a lateral size distribution
in case of a constant sheet thickness.39 The major advantage of
AUC is that the particle size is analyzed directly in solution.
Therefore, no wafer preparation and potential related problems
as drying/size exclusion effects are witnessed. For a rst
comparison of the different pressures and batch runs, we did
not pursue such a conversion because a distribution of the
number of graphene layers per particle is present in each
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 57328–57338 | 57335
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Fig. 7 (a) Survey AFM image of a sample processed in NMPwith 53MPa nozzle pressure, (b) zoomAFM image of themarked area in (a), (c) Raman
spectra and (d) height profiles of the marked flakes in (b).
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sample. Instead we use the sedimentation coefficient distribu-
tion, which is the primary quantity of an AUC experiment to
assess the morphology of the graphite structures. The sedi-
mentation coefficient scales linearly with the lateral diameter
and sheet thickness.

We investigated samples processed at three different nozzle
pressures (40, 50 and 70 MPa) and different run counts. The
results of the AUC analysis are presented in Fig. 8.

As it can be seen in Fig. 8a, structures with sedimentation
coefficients between 100 and 90 000 sved were found by AUC.
The upper boundary is equivalent to a sedimentation equivalent
spherical particle size of 399 nm, which agrees perfectly to the
adjusted cut size of 400 nm. For all pressures the sedimentation
coefficient and thus the particle size decreases with the number
of runs. However, for run six at 40 MPa larger structures are
again detected, an effect which may be attributed to minor
uctuations during processing (compare Fig. 5c and d). We
further compared the nal batch run six at three pressures, see
Fig. 8b. For 40 MPa by far the largest structures were found. The
57336 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 57328–57338
samples produced at 53 and 70 MPa have a similar distribution
but the sample processed at 70 MPa contains some more nes
and also more course particles compared to the sample pro-
cessed at 53 MPa. This result is again in good agreement to the
data obtained by the statistical Raman spectroscopy and UV-Vis
measurements.

Since a near quantitative yield of FLG (>94%) was found for
the 40 MPa sample, we converted the sedimentation coefficient
distribution of run ve to a lateral diameter distribution
according to the methodology described previously in detail by
Walter and Nacken et al.39 The results of the diameter analysis
are shown in Fig. 9. The maximum and minimum sheet
diameters depend on the number of layers used for the calcu-
lation. We used sheet thicknesses of one, three and ve layers to
estimate the boundary values for the lateral sizes. The true
lateral diameter distribution of the sample processed with 40
MPa is expected to range from 60–4000 nm as the main fraction
of product particles consists of three layers (n ¼ 3) as found by
statistical Raman spectroscopy.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 8 (a) Volume cumulative distributions of the sedimentation
coefficient for samples produced at different pressures and with
different run counts, (b) selected sedimentation coefficient distribu-
tions for the sixth run. For sheets of a constant thickness, the lateral
diameter increases linearly with the sedimentation coefficient.

Fig. 9 Cumulative number weighted distribution of the lateral sheet
diameter for run five at 40 MPa. The minimum diameter is given by
sheets with a thickness of five graphene layers and the maximum
diameter is given assuming single layer graphene.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Conclusions

FLG suspensions of good quality with respect to degree of
delamination and few in-plane defects can be prepared on large
scale by graphite delamination in an industrial high pressure
homogenizer. The overall adjusted pressure was found as the
dominant processing parameter. Turbulent shear stress, cavi-
tation and collisions between the feed particles contribute to
delamination and all contributions are expected to increase
with growing nozzle pressure.

The maximum achieved FLG concentration is 0.223 g L�1

corresponding to a production rate of 0.106 g L�1 h�1 (about 0.5
g h�1) and was obtained for 53 MPa. Moreover, for 53 MPa up to
�0.5% single layer graphene was found. For all investigated
pressures the FLG content in the centrifuged samples is at least
76%. Up to 94% of FLG were detected for 40 MPa and 6 batch
runs. Two- and three-layer graphene were found as the main
components of the FLG suspensions processed at pressures of
53 and 70 MPa, whereas for lower pressure three-layer graphene
is the dominant species. This result clearly demonstrates that a
better degree of delamination is achieved with higher nozzle
pressure. A homogenous delamination process was demon-
strated by the intensive analytical study of six batch runs pro-
cessed in sequence with a nozzle pressure of 53 MPa. Particles
with lateral dimensions ranging from 40–1000 nm (disc equiv-
alent diameter) were detected by AFM analysis of an NMP pro-
cessed sample. The obtained FLG-content from statistical
Raman spectroscopy showed high reliability and matched the
content determined by AFM. Co-localized AFM and Raman
spectroscopic investigations reveal that the real FLG content
can even be higher than indicated by Raman spectroscopy
alone. Thus, the FLG contents derived from statistical Raman
spectroscopy have to be regarded as lower limit values. We
further demonstrated the potential of analytical ultracentrifu-
gation for the evaluation of lateral particle size directly in
solution.
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